Development of VHF LC-Passive Filters for Multiband Transient Radio Telescope
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ABSTRACT
Filter is one of key module in a radio telescope system. This article present the development of VHF LC-passive filters meant to support a multiband antenna in a transient radio telescope system by reducing the bandwidth of each operating frequencies. The filters were developed by employing low-cost inductor and capacitor with low self-resonant frequency (SRF) and hence the characteristic are highly affected by the parasitic inductance of the capacitors and parasitic capacitance of the inductors. Therefore, general equation to develop an LC filters was no longer applicable in developing these filters. Nevertheless, three filters were successfully developed, operated at 38 MHz, 74 MHz and 152 MHz with relatively good quality factors up to of about 13.
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1. Introduction

Radio telescope is a device used by the astronomers to observe astronomical objects in radio wavelength. It is similar to radio receiver in communication, comprising antenna, amplifiers, filter, mixer, and detector. In some radio telescope systems, they are also equipped with integrator to enhance the signal to noise ratio. In a radio telescope system, the filter is used to determine the observed frequency. It is also used to control the bandwidth of the receiving system and hence affects the sensitivity of the radio telescope [1]. It is important to set a suitable bandwidth of the filter so that it will not be too narrow and hence degrades the sensitivity of the radio telescope, but also not too wide where the details of the signal’s spectrum will be lost due to averaging of the signal intensity within a wide bandwidth.

Capacitor and inductor have been used widely in RF application, including in building a resonant circuit. An inductive-capacitive filter has sharper slopes than a resistive-capacitive filter, thus it is a more effective filter in some applications [2]. Moreover, capacitor and inductor are among components which can easily be found at electronic market. However, inductor and capacitor have limitation especially for high frequency application. As the operating frequency increases, capacitor introduces parasitic inductance [3]-[4], while inductor inherits parasitic capacitance [5]-[7], and the effect is more pronounce as the frequency approaching their self-resonant frequency. Hence, high-frequency applications demand capacitor and inductor with high self-resonant frequencies. For this reason, surface-mount devices are used so often in high frequency circuit design. However, working with surface-mount devices is much more difficult compared to utilizing leaded capacitors and inductors.

In developing filter for high frequency applications, various methods have been proposed. These methods include utilization of microstrip [8]-[10], CMOS [11]-[13] and microelectromechanical technique [14]-[15]. For radio astronomy application, the utilization of High-temperature superconducting (HTS) resonators for filter has been explored in [16]-[19]. However, these methods include complicate designing and manufacturing process.

In this paper, new VHF LC-Passive filters are proposed. The filters are developed by utilizing inexpensive components, comprising ceramic capacitors, carbon inductors and coil inductor, which are theoretically inherit low self-resonance frequency relative to the operating frequency range (VHF band). Nevertheless, measurement result shows that these filters are able to operate in the designated frequencies. These filters are developed to be employed in a multiband transient radio telescope array system. Passive filter concept is chosen to avoid additional significant noises in the radio telescope system, generated by its own subsystem components.

2. Filter Architectures

In VHF region, the assigned frequency bands by ITU for astronomical purposes are 37.5 MHz–38.25 MHz, 73.0 MHz–74.6 MHz and 150.05 MHz–153.0 MHz [20]. Therefore, the filters are designed to operate within these frequencies. The filters are adopting the LC circuit method, utilizing low-cost components comprising ceramic capacitors, carbon inductors and coil inductor. These components inherit low self-resonant frequency (SRF). Hence, simulation did not provide a good match between theoretical calculation and the implemented circuit. The final schematics are obtained from series of tuning process with the real components.
The schematic of the first filter is shown in Figure 1. It comprises a band-pass filter and a low-pass filter. The low-pass filter is needed to suppress the harmonic resonances which occur in of the band-pass filter respond, covering the 74 MHz and 151 MHz bands. A male to male sma connector is utilized as a "bridge" to connect the band-pass section with the low-past section. The idea is to terminate the band-pass section at 50 ohms resistance and to start the low-pass section also at 50 ohms resistance. Hence, both circuits are not interfering one to another and works independently.

![Figure 1 Schematic of The First Filter](image)

The second filter is designed to operate at 74 MHz. Differ to the first filter, the harmonic resonances of the second filter are occurring far from the operating frequencies of the antenna (around 540 MHz and 1 GHz), and hence low-pass filter is not needed. Figure 2 shows the schematic of the second filter.

![Figure 2 Schematic of The Second Filter](image)

The third filter is designed to operate at 152 MHz. Similar to the second filter, low-pass filter is not needed as the harmonic resonances of the second filter are occurring in frequencies much higher than the operating frequencies of the antenna. Schematic of the third filter is depicted in Figure 3.
3. Result and Discussion

Three filters are developed to support the performance of the antenna in mitigating the Radio Frequency Interferences (RFI). They are developed to operate within the protected frequency bands with relatively narrow bandwidth (less than 20%). The first filter has the peak frequency at 37.9 MHz with bandwidth of about 2.9 MHz. Insertion loss of about 4.6 dB was introduced by the filter which determined from measurement. Ceramic capacitors and carbon inductors are utilized in this circuit. The constructed first filter and its respond are depicted in Figure 4 and 5 respectively.

The second filter is operated at 74 MHz with bandwidth of about 14 MHz and insertion loss of about 5.7 dB. It is also utilizing ceramic capacitors and carbon inductors. Figure 6 and Figure 7 shows the constructed circuit and its respond respectively.
The third filter operates at 152.1 MHz with bandwidth of about 16.9 MHz and insertion loss of about 5.5 dB. Since the frequency is already very high, carbon capacitors are no longer able to reach the peak of the filter at the designed frequency. Hence, a coil inductor is employed in this circuit. The constructed third filter and its respond are shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9 respectively.

These filters have been utilized to support the performance of a multiband antenna presented in [21] and [22], meant for transient VHF radio telescope system. There are some characteristic that should be addressed regarding this work. At high frequencies, the behavior of inductor is very different from their low frequency behavior [23]. The parasitic capacitances and resistances are distributed parameters which are negligible at low frequency but play a role of increasing significance as
the operating frequency increases. The values of these parasitic capacitances and resistances are change based on the operating frequency. The inductance itself is not constant when the frequency changes. Therefore, the theoretical prediction of the frequency responds of an inductor is a difficult task, as the operating frequencies are also considerably high (VHF region).

Another thing which also should be noticed is the capacitors characteristic. At higher operating frequency, a capacitor has more pronounce inductive characteristic. The ceramic disk capacitors used in the traps and filters circuits have low SRF and commonly used in circuit which operates in kilohertz frequency. Therefore, using the ceramic disk capacitor in VHF circuits leads to differences between its theoretical and actual characteristic.

4. Conclusion

Design and performance of three narrowband VHF passive filters are presented in this paper. The filters are developed by employing low-cost components with simple inductor-capacitor structures. This works have shown that low cost inductor and capacitor still can be utilized to develop filters which are operated near the component’s SRF. Measurement result shows that the filters are suitable to be employed in VHF radio telescope system which operates at the protected frequencies by ITU for radio astronomy observation.
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